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Neuropsychological studies suggest that the human brain is endowed with two body representations: the body schema (BS), coding the
orientation of one’s body parts in space, and the body structural description (BSD), coding the location of body parts relative to a standard
body. We used fMRI to disentangle the neural mechanisms underlying these putatively distinct body representations. Participants saw an
arm or a pot’s handle (stimulus: arm, handle) rotated at different angles (angle: 30 –150°). If the stimulus was an arm, subjects were
instructed to imagine (1) rotating their own arm until it matched the stimulus orientation (comparing the seen arm to their own) or (2)
seeing the stimulus moving toward its appropriate position on a simultaneously presented human body [comparing the arm to the one of
a standard body (strategy: motor, visual imagery)]. If the stimulus was a handle, subjects were instructed to imagine (1) placing the
handle on its appropriate position on a simultaneously presented pot or (2) seeing it moving toward its pot’s position. The analysis of the
interaction stimulus � strategy revealed activation of left secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), specifically when comparing the
stimulus arm to one’s own. The analysis of the parameters describing the linear effect of angle revealed that neural activity of left posterior
intraparietal sulcus was modulated by the stimulus’s rotation, but only when relating the arm to a standard body. The results associate BS
and BSD with differential neural substrates, thereby suggesting that these are independent body representations, and furthermore extend
current concepts of SII function.

Introduction
The human brain is endowed with multiple body representa-
tions. One is the body schema (BS), an egocentric map coding the
position of one’s body segments in space and time (Head and
Holmes, 1911). Evidence for the BS can be found, for instance, in
Parsons (1987a,b), who discovered that participants, when asked
to assess the handedness of arm stimuli, implicitly compared it
with a representation of their own arm, after having imagined
rotating their own limb toward the orientation depicted by the
stimulus.

A second representation is the body structural description
(BSD), which codes the position of each body segment within a
standard body. Evidence for the BSD is provided by autotopag-
nosic patients (for review, see Corradi-Dell’Acqua and Rumiati,
2007), who, following left-hemisphere damage, become unable
to locate parts of a body shape. Interestingly, these patients locate

correctly parts of animals or objects, suggesting that their deficit
is not due to generalized spatial impairment. Furthermore, they
identify effortlessly the body parts they cannot locate, suggesting
that their deficit does not involve visual processing of isolated
body parts, but where these parts belong in an allocentric body
model.

Previous studies reported dissociated performances in tasks
tapping these putative body models. For instance, Schwoebel and
Coslett (2005) described seven patients impaired in a handedness
task but exhibiting spared performance in those tasks used to
diagnose autotopagnosia, and two patients showing the opposite
dissociation. In contrast, neuroimaging studies identified the left
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the premotor cortex (PM) as neural
underpinnings of both BS (Bonda et al., 1995; Parsons et al., 1995;
Ehrsson et al., 2004, 2005) and BSD (Le Clec’H et al., 2000; Feli-
cian et al., 2004; Corradi-Dell’Acqua et al., 2008). This may reflect
the fact that these body representations have never been com-
pared directly in one neuroimaging study.

Accordingly, we used fMRI to disentangle the neural sub-
strates of BS and BSD. Indeed, whereas it has been shown that in
a handedness task participants spontaneously compare the dis-
played body part to their own, through the use of motor imagery
(Parsons, 1987b), subjects can, however, also be instructed to
solve the task by comparing the same part with an allocentric
body-part model through the use of visual imagery (Kosslyn et
al., 2001; Tomasino and Rumiati, 2004). Therefore, subjects as-
sessed the handedness of an arm by comparing it, in one condi-
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tion, to their own (and, therefore, to an
egocentric body model) and, in a second
condition, to a simultaneously presented
body stimulus (and, therefore, to an allo-
centric body model). For control, the han-
dle of a pot was shown and subjects as-
sessed its laterality by either imagining that
they grasped it and placed it on its appro-
priate position of a simultaneously pre-
sented pot or simply relying on its visual
properties. This yields the factors stimulus
(arm, handle) and strategy (motor, visual
imagery). The key analysis relies on the in-
teraction stimulus � strategy, which al-
lows us to disentangle the neural processes
associated with a specific body model,
controlling for the use of a given strategy
per se.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Since gender differences in hand-
edness tasks have been reported in both behav-
ioral (Voyer et al., 1995) and neuroimaging
(Jordan et al., 2002) studies, only male subjects
(n � 17, right handed, aged between 22 and 48
years, average age 28.31 years) took part in the
present experiment. None of the participants
had any history of neurological or psychiatric
illness. Written informed consent was obtained
from all subjects, who were naive to the purpose
of the experiment. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
and approved by the local ethics committee.

Stimuli. On each trial, two horizontally
aligned black and white photographs were pre-
sented on a white background on a computer
screen. The photographs could show either a
human arm, placed to the right (25% of the
trials) or left (25% of the trials) of an upright
human body whose arms had been removed
(Fig. 1 A), or a pot handle, placed to the right
(25% of the trials) or left (25% of the trials) of a
pot whose handles had been removed (Fig. 1 B).
The human body was facing away from the ob-
server and had principal axes of 6.95° � 21.41°
(horizontal � vertical) of visual angle. The pot
had principal axes of 9.75° � 10.27° of visual
angle. The arm had the hand palm and the inner
part of the forearm pointing upward and had
principal axes of 3.6° � 10.23° of visual angle.
The pot handles were simple loop handles with
a curly lower attachment and a top attachment
that smoothed directly into the pot; they had
principal axes of 3.4° � 5.29° of visual angle.

Both arms and handles could be right or left
and could appear rotated, either clockwise or
counterclockwise, at one of five possible orien-
tations (Fig. 1C), namely, at 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°,
and 150° from their upright canonical
orientation.

Experimental setup. Participants lay supine
with their head fixated by firm foam pads and
were asked to keep their arms along the body
with the palms toward the legs for the whole
duration of the experiment. Stimuli were pre-
sented using Presentation 9.0 (Neurobehav-
ioral Systems) and projected to a VisuaStim

Figure 1. A, B, Stimuli examples: the upright human body together with the arm, and the pot together with the handle. C, Arm
stimuli presented at five different orientations. D, Idealized representation of the arm’s location in an allocentric body and an
egocentric body. The experiment was built so that those orientations that were closer to the position of participants’ arm (namely,
120° and 150°), and that therefore were expected to elicit faster responses during the use of the motor strategy, were apart from
the position that the arm would have if wedged in the visual model of the body, and vice versa. E, Lateral and medial orientations.
Lateral are those orientations that have participants rotating their arm away from their midsagittal plane to reach the position
depicted by the arm stimulus or to efficiently grasp the handle. Medial are those orientations that have participants rotating their
arm toward their midsagittal plane. Lateral arm rotations are more awkward than medial arm rotations (Parsons, 1987a,b).
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Goggles system (Resonance Technology) that subtended 30° � 22.5°
(horizontal � vertical) of visual angle. Behavioral responses were re-
corded by pressing the corresponding keys of an MRI-compatible re-
sponse device (Lumitouch, Lightwave Medical Industries, CST Colds-
witch Technologies) mounted on a custom-made feet support.

For each experimental trial, the stimuli were presented for 2000 ms,
followed by an intertrial interval that ranged from 2700 to 4300 ms with
incremental steps of 400 ms. Participants were asked to perform a hand-
edness task: if the stimulus was a right arm they had to press the pedal
corresponding to the right foot, whereas if the stimulus was a left arm
they had to press the pedal corresponding to the left foot. This response
matching was chosen to avoid interference effects between stimulus
handedness and the response given. Moreover, even though the arm’s
laterality could, in principle, be assessed by inspecting the thumb’s posi-
tion, participants were instead asked to accomplish the task using differ-
ent strategies, that is, either by imagining the arm stimulus rotating until
this could be wedged in the human photograph (visual strategy) or by
ignoring the human photograph and imagining to rotate their own arm
until this reached the position depicted in the screen (motor strategy).
The experiment was built so that those orientations that were closer to
the position of the participants’ arm (namely, 120° and 150°) were apart
from the position that the arm would have if wedged in the visual model
of the body. Conversely, those orientations that were close to the position
that the arm would have if wedged in the visual model of the body
(namely, 30° and 60°) were as well apart from the position of the partic-
ipants’ arm (Fig. 1C,D). For control, participants faced a handle of a pot
and were asked to assess whether it belonged to the right/left side of a
simultaneously presented pot (Fig. 1 B). In one condition, subjects were
asked to accomplish the task either by imagining the handle rotating until
this could be wedged on the pot surface (visual strategy) or by imagining
grasping the handle and placing it on the pot surface (motor strategy).

Consistently with previous experiments (Parsons, 1987a,b; Tomasino
and Rumiati, 2004), we defined the factor orientation, by labeling lateral
those trials that had arms/handles rotated away from one’s midsagittal
plane (i.e., both right arms/handles rotated clockwise and left arms/han-
dles rotated counterclockwise) and medial those trials that had arms/
handles rotated toward one’s midsagittal plane (i.e., both right arms/
handles rotated counterclockwise and left arms/handles rotated
clockwise) (Fig. 1 E). This yielded a 2 � 2 � 2 design with the factors
stimulus [arm (A) vs handle (H)], strategy [visual (V) vs motor (M)], and
orientation [lateral (L) vs medial (M)] and eight conditions: (1) AVL,
participants assessed the handedness of a laterally oriented arm using a
visual strategy; (2) AVM, participants assessed the handedness of a me-
dially oriented arm using a visual strategy; (3) AML, participants assessed
the handedness of a laterally oriented arm using a motor strategy; (4)
AMM, participants assessed the handedness of a medially oriented arm
using a motor strategy; (5) HVL, participants assessed the handedness of
a laterally oriented handle using a visual strategy; (6) HVM, participants
assessed the handedness of a medially oriented handle using a visual
strategy; (7) HML, participants assessed the handedness of a laterally
oriented handle using a motor strategy; and (8) HMM, participants as-
sessed the handedness of a medially oriented handle using a motor
strategy.

The factors stimulus and strategy were delivered, during the experi-
mental session, in four separate blocks, the order of which was counter-
balanced across subjects. The factor orientation was instead delivered
within each block, together with the angle (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°)
previously defined. Thus, each block comprised 90 randomized trials,
including 80 experimental trials [5 angles � 2 orientations � 8 repeti-
tions (in which the position of the arm/handle with respect to the body/
pot, i.e., right vs left, was counterbalanced)] and 10 “null events” in
which a white screen replaced the stimuli. Each block was introduced by
instructions (8000 ms) informing the subjects about the upcoming stim-
uli and the strategy to use.

For each subject, a training session was performed before the fMRI
experiment. This included a shortened version of the experiment that
comprised four different blocks (one for each kind of level of stimulus
and strategy) in each of which 40 randomized trials were delivered. Each

of these blocks was repeated until participants felt confident that they
understood the task and that they were using the correct strategy.

Behavioral data processing. For each subject, and for each condition,
the average accuracy rate and the medial values of the reaction times
(RTs) of the correct trials were calculated from all eight repetitions. For
each subject, and for each kind of stimulus, strategy, and orientation,
accuracies and RTs were regressed against the factor angle. The coeffi-
cients of each regression (namely, the slope and the intercept) were then
used in a 2 (stimulus: arm vs handle) � 2 (strategy: visual vs motor) � 2
(orientation: lateral vs medial) repeated-measures ANOVA. For each
effect, the partial eta square (�p

2) value was calculated as an estimate of
effect size. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 14.0 software.

fMRI data acquisition. A Siemens Trio 3-T whole-body scanner was
used to acquire both T1-weighted anatomical images and gradient-echo
planar T2-weighted MRI images with blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast. The scanning sequence was a trajectory-
based reconstruction sequence with a repetition time (TR) of 2200 ms, an
echo time (TE) of 30 ms, a flip angle of 90°, a slice thickness of 3 mm, and
a 0.3 mm interval between slices. For each subject, 929 volumes were
acquired during the whole experimental session (�34 min). For the
anatomical images the following parameters were used: TR � 2.25 ms,
TE � 3.93 ms, number of sagittal slices � 128, slice thickness � 1 mm,
interslice gap � 0.5 mm, and flip angle � 9°.

fMRI data processing. Statistical analysis was performed using the
SPM5 software package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). For each
subject, the first six volumes were discarded. To correct for subject mo-
tion, the functional images were realigned to a first functional image
(Ashburner and Friston, 2003), normalized to a template based on 152
brains from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI), and then
smoothed by convolution with an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) Gaussian kernel.

The data were analyzed using the general linear model framework
(Kiebel and Holmes, 2003) implemented in SPM5. On the first level, for
each individual subject, we fitted a linear regression model to the data, by
modeling the event sequence of each of the eight conditions of the 2 �
2 � 2 design and its first-order temporal derivative. Trials in which
participants omitted responses were excluded from the event-sequences
further analyzed. Moreover, for each of the eight conditions tested, ad-
ditional regressors testing both the parametric modulation of the factor
angle and its time derivative were included. All the regressors were con-
voluted with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To account
for movement-related variance, we included the six differential realign-
ment parameters as regressors of no interest. Low-frequency signal drifts
were filtered using a cutoff period of 128 s.

For each subject, simple main effects for each regressor were computed
by applying appropriate baseline contrasts. The first-level individual im-
ages describing both the eight experimental conditions and the eight
parametric modulations were then fed to a second-level one-way
ANOVA with “conditions” as factor with eight levels, using a random
effects analysis (Penny and Holmes, 2003). Specific effects were then
tested by applying appropriate contrasts to the parameter estimates for
each condition. Areas of activation were identified as significant if they
passed a threshold of p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the
cluster-level, with an underlying voxel-level height threshold of t � 3.16
(corresponding to p � 0.001, uncorrected).

The localization of the functional activations with respect to cytoar-
chitectonic areas was analyzed based on probabilistic cytoarchitectonic
maps derived from the analysis of cortical areas in a sample of 10 human
postmortem brains, which were subsequently normalized to the MNI
reference space. The significant results of the random effects analysis
were compared with the cytoarchitectonic maps using the SPM Anatomy
toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005).

For each activated region, the percentage signal changes were calcu-
lated over the averaged parameter estimates using the MarsBar toolbox
(Brett et al., 2002). t tests were performed over the extracted percentage
signal change values to further investigate the functional properties of the
areas of activation. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 14.0
software.
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Results
Behavioral results
Over all conditions participants took 1134 ms on average for
giving a correct response (F(1,16) � 794.34, p � 0.001, �p

2 �
0.98). The main effect of strategy was significant (F(1,16) �
46.06, p � 0.001, �p

2 � 0.74), with the use of motor strategy
(1237 � 42 ms, SEM) (Fig. 2C,D) being significantly more
time consuming than the use of the visual strategy (1031 � 43
ms) (Fig. 2 A, B). The main effect of orientation was significant
(F(1,16) � 23.53, p � 0.001, �p

2 � 0.59), with the stimuli rotated
laterally (1162 � 41 ms) eliciting higher RTs than the stimuli
rotated medially (1107 � 40 ms). The stimulus � strategy
interaction was significant (F(1,16) � 11.48, p � 0.01, �p

2 �
0.42), with participants being �325 ms slower when using the
motor (with respect to the visual) strategy for assessing han-
dles, and being �88 ms slower when using the motor (with
respect to the visual) strategy for assessing arms. The stimu-
lus � orientation interaction was significant (F(1,16) � 6.48,
p � 0.05, �p

2 � 0.22), with the arms eliciting 69 ms slower
responses when rotated laterally (with respect to arms rotated
medially), and handles eliciting equal responses regardless of
whether they were rotated laterally or medially (lateral vs me-
dial �2 ms). Finally, the strategy � orientation interaction
was significant (F(1,16) � 5.96, p � 0.05, �p

2 � 0.27), with
stimuli rotated laterally eliciting 80 ms longer RTs than stimuli
rotated medially during the use of the motor strategy (Fig.
2C,D), and with stimuli rotated laterally eliciting 30 ms longer
RTs than stimuli rotated medially during the use of the visual

strategy (Fig. 2 A, B). None of the re-
maining effects in the ANOVA were
found to be significant.

The analysis of the slopes revealed, over
all conditions, a positive linear relation be-
tween RTs and angle (grand mean: �1.1
ms/deg, F(1,16) � 35.48, p � 0.001, �p

2 �
0.69). The main effect of stimulus was sig-
nificant (F(1,16) � 9.36, p � 0.01, �p

2 �
0.37), with RTs increasing on average 1.5
ms/deg (� 0.1) for the handles and 0.66
ms/deg (�0.3) for the arms. The main ef-
fect of strategy was significant (F(1,16) �
12.40, p � 0.01, �p

2 � 0.44), with the use of
the visual strategy eliciting on average 1.7
ms/deg (�0.2) and the use of the motor
strategy eliciting 0.5 ms/deg (�0.3). Fi-
nally, the stimulus � strategy interaction
was significant (F(1,16) � 5.82, p � 0.05, �p

2

� 0.27), reflecting a positive effect of the
angle of the rotated arms on the RTs (1.8 �
0.4 ms/deg) during the use of the visual
strategy, but not of the motor strategy
(�0.4 � 0.5 ms/deg), and a positive effect
of the angle of the rotated handles on the
RTs regardless of the strategy used (motor:
1.4 � 0.3 ms/deg; visual: 1.7 � 0.2 ms/
deg). None of the remaining effects in the
ANOVA were found to be significant.

The analysis of accuracy showed that,
over all conditions, participants were on
average 95.8% correct in their assess-
ments. We did not find any significant ef-
fect of stimulus, strategy, orientation, or
any interaction thereof.

Neural activations
Those clusters that survived a threshold of p � 0.05 corrected for
multiple comparisons are reported in Tables 1 and 2.

Main effects
With regard to the main effect of stimulus, arms as opposed to
handles [i.e., (AVL � AVM � AML � AMM) � (HVL � HVM
� HML � HMM)] led to differential activation of the posterior
part of the middle temporal gyrus bilaterally (Fig. 3A), over and
around the extrastriate body area (EBA), which has previously
been described as responding to human bodies and parts thereof
in a category-selective manner (Downing et al., 2001). In con-
trast, the visual processing of handles, relative to arms [i.e., (HVL
� HVM � HML � HMM) � (AVL � AVM � AML � AMM)],
revealed an activation in the left primary visual cortex. Neither
the main effect of strategy nor the main effect of orientation led to
any suprathreshold activation.

Interactions
With regard to the stimulus � strategy interaction, the assess-
ment of the arm’s (but not the handle’s) laterality using motor
(but not visual) strategy (i.e., [(AML � AMM) � (HML �
HMM)] � [(AVL � AVM) � (HVL � HVM)]) led to a sig-
nificant increase in the BOLD response in the inferior portion
of the left parietal operculum corresponding to cytoarchitec-
tonic area OP 1 (Eickhoff et al., 2006) (Fig. 4). This interaction
was due to an increase of neural activity while assessing the

Figure 2. Behavioral results. A–D, Mean RTs plotted against the angle at which the arms (A, C) or the handles (B, D) were
oriented, during the use of both visual (A, B) and motor (C, D) imagery. Black lines and filled circles refer to those trials in which
arms/handles were rotated laterally, whereas gray dashed lines and open triangles refer to those trials in which arms/handles
were rotated medially. SEM bars are also displayed.
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arm’s laterality using the motor strategy, which was signifi-
cantly higher than that associated with each of the other three
conditions [(AML � AMM) � (AVL � AVM): t(16) � 3.35,
p � 0.01; (AML � AMM) � (HML � HMM): t(16) � 3.50, p �
0.01; (AML � AMM) � (HVL � HVM): t(16) � 2.55, p �
0.05]. No suprathreshold activation was found associated with
the opposite contrast (i.e., [(AVL � AVM) � (AML � AMM)]
� [(HVL � HVM) � (HML � HMM)]). The analysis of the
stimulus � orientation interaction did not lead to any su-
prathreshold activation. The analysis of the strategy � orien-
tation interaction led to a suprathreshold activity in the vermis
extending to the left anterior cerebellar lobe (Fig. 3B). Finally,
the analysis of the stimulus � strategy � orientation three-
way interaction led to suprathreshold activation in the right
middle temporal gyrus (supplemental material, available at
www.jneurosci.org).

Region of interest analysis
Previous neuroimaging studies reported regions in the left
primary motor cortex and in both PM and supplementary

motor area bilaterally (but predominantly on the left hemi-
sphere) associated with the use of motor imagery (Parsons et
al., 1995; Stephan et al., 1995; Roth et al., 1996; Parsons and
Fox, 1998; Schubotz and von Cramon, 2004; de Lange et al.,
2006; Wolfensteller et al., 2007). Thus, a region of interest
(ROI) analysis was performed in which we tested significant
increases of neural activity in the left precentral gyrus and
supplementary motor area [AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et
al., 2002)], for both the main effect of strategy and the strat-
egy � orientation interaction. We found significant activation
within the left PM (MNI coordinates: x � �56, y � 4, z � 32;
t � 4.00, p � 0.05, small volume corrected) associated with the
strategy � orientation interaction (Fig. 3B). This region was
significantly more active when subjects assessed the laterality
of laterally (with respect to medially) rotated stimuli while
using the motor strategy (t(16) � 3.79, p � 0.01), but not the
visual strategy (t(16) � 0.75, n.s.). This left premotor activation
was identified by testing the same interaction contrast, which,
at a voxelwise level, identified the cerebellar activation dis-

Table 1. Clusters showing significant increases in activation associated with (1, 2) the main effect of stimulus, (3) the stimulus � strategy interaction, (4) the strategy �
orientation interaction, and (5) the stimulus � strategy � orientation interaction

Cytoarchitectonic
probabilistic maps Side

Coordinates

Kex y z

(1) Stimulus main effect: arm � handle
Middle temporal gyrus R 54 �68 2 920*

L �50 �76 4 497*
(2) Stimulus main effect: handle � arm

Calcarine gyrus Area 17 (70%) L �4 �102 �4 191**
(3) Strategy � orientation interaction:

(motor_lateral � motor_medial) � (visual_lateral � visual_medial)
Vermis L �8 �66 �24 252***

(4) Stimulus � strategy interaction:
(arm_motor � handle_motor) � (arm_visual � handle_visual)

Parietal operculum OP 1 (50%) L �58 �24 18 152**
(5) Stimulus � strategy � orientation interaction:

	(AML � AMM) � (AVL � AVM)
 � 	(HML � HMM) � (HVL � HVM)

Middle temporal gyrus R 50 �64 18 200**

All clusters survived a threshold of p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level for the whole brain. Coordinates (in standard MNI space) refer to maximally activated foci as indicated by the highest t value within an area
of activation: x, distance (in millimeters) to the right (�) or the left (�) of the midsagittal line; y, distance anterior (�) or posterior (�) to the vertical plane through the anterior commissure (AC); z, distance above (�) or below (�) the
intercommissural (AC–PC) line. Ke, Number of consecutive voxels subtending each cluster; L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. When possible, clusters are associated with cytoarchitectonic areas that, according to the cytoarchitectonic
probabilistic maps (Eickhoff et al., 2005), are the regions most probably associated with the local maxima of the clusters. *p � 0.001; **p � 0.05; ***p � 0.01.

Table 2. Clusters showing significant increases in activation associated with the magnitude of angle in the following contrasts: (1) the stimulus main effect, (2) the
strategy main effect, (3) the stimulus � strategy interaction, and (4) the simple effect of assessing the arm’s laterality while using the visual strategy against zero

Cytoarchitectonic
probabilistic maps Side

Coordinates

Kex y z

(1) Stimulus main effect: arm � handle
Lingual gyrus L �14 �92 �14 282*

(2) Strategy main effect: visual � motor
Middle cingulate cortex R 2 20 46 180**

(3) Stimulus � strategy interaction:
(arm_visual � handle_visual) � (arm_motor � handle_motor)

Supplementary motor area Area 6 (60%) R 2 6 58 1490***
Superior parietal cortex L �10 �68 48 352***
Middle frontal gyrus L �36 28 26 334***
Precentral gyrus Area 6 (40%) L �24 �12 54 259*
Supramarginal gyrus R 48 �38 34 210*
Postcentral gyrus R 34 �34 42 195**
Superior parietal cortex R 12 �66 48 171**,***
Middle occipital gyrus L �28 �68 24 164**

(4) Simple effect: arm_visual
Superior parietal cortex L �10 �62 64 317*

All clusters survived a threshold of p � 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level for the whole brain. Ke, Number of consecutive voxels subtending each cluster; L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere. *p � 0.01;
**p � 0.05; ***p � 0.001.
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played in Figure 3B. However, in the left premotor cortex the
interaction term was driven, as predicted, by an enhanced
activity during the assessment of laterally oriented stimuli
while using the motor strategy relative to the other three con-
ditions. On the other hand, in the cerebellum, the interaction
term was driven by an enhanced activity during the assessment
of medially oriented stimuli while using the visual strategy.
Thus, in contrast to the premotor activation, the cerebellar
activation cannot be interpreted as due to the use of motor
imagery.

Parametric modulation of angle
Differential linear effects of angle were
found analyzing the main effects of stimu-
lus and strategy (supplemental material,
available at www.jneurosci.org). As to the
stimulus � strategy interaction, the assess-
ment of the arms’ (but not the handles’)
laterality using the motor (but not the vi-
sual) strategy (i.e., [(AML � AMM) �
(HML � HMM)] � [(AVL � AVM) �
(HVL � HVM)]) did not reveal any su-
prathreshold activation. The opposite
contrast (i.e., [(AVL � AVM) � (HVL �
HVM)] � [(AML � AMM) � (HML �
HMM)]) led to a differential linear effect
of angle on the neural response in (1) the
supplementary motor area extending to
the right middle frontal gyrus, (2) the su-
perior parietal cortex bilaterally, extending
to the intraparietal sulcus, (3) the superior
portion of the left precentral gyrus, (4) the
right supramarginal gyrus, and (5) the left
middle occipital gyrus. The neural activity
in all these regions grew linearly with the
angle at which arms (but not handles)
were rotated while using the visual strat-
egy. Moreover, when participants were us-
ing the motor strategy, the neural activity
of these regions grew linearly with the an-
gle at which the handles were rotated and
decreased linearly with the angle at which
the arms were rotated (Fig. 5, red activa-
tions). Commonalities between this neural
behavior and our reaction time data sug-
gest that the neural activity of these regions
was modulated by the amount of imagery
used. Crucially, however, this was not the
case in the left superior parietal cortex (ex-
tending from z � 46 to z � 70, thus includ-
ing the left caudal IPS as well), which was
also the only region in the whole brain
showing a suprathreshold activity when
testing against zero the parametric modu-
lation of angle only in those trials in which
participants were assessing the arm’s later-
ality using a visual strategy [i.e., AVL �
AVM (Fig. 5, green activations)].

The analysis over the extracted pa-
rameters testing the linear relation be-
tween BOLD response and angle showed
that the activity of this region increased
monotonically with the angle at which
the arms were rotated while using the
visual strategy (t(16) � 4.20, p � 0.001).

No significant linear relation was instead found during the
assessment of the arms’ laterality (t(16) � �1.44, n.s.) while
using the motor strategy or during the assessment of the han-
dles’ laterality, regardless of the strategy used (visual: t(16) �
1.29, n.s.; motor: t(16) � 1.93, n.s.). This was not the case in the
other regions, in which the interaction was driven as well by
using the motor strategy and, in particular, by a significant
negative linear relation between angle and BOLD activity dur-
ing the assessment of arms, together with a positive linear

Figure 3. Neural activations. A, Surface rendering and axial (z � 6) section of the functional contrasts testing the main effect
of stimulus. Activation of the extrastriate body area bilaterally during visual processing of arms, relative to handles, is shown. B,
Surface rendering and axial (z ��24, 32) sections of the functional contrast testing the strategy � orientation interaction. The
surface rendering was obtained from the left hemisphere of an MNI-normalized single-subject brain, thus allowing free vision of
left medial regions. The percentage signal changes associated with the activated areas (local maxima: �8, �66, �24 and �54,
4, 32) are displayed together with SEM bars. The results of the paired t tests performed over the extracted percentage signal
changes are also displayed within the bar graph: white lines refer, for each region and for each kind of strategy used, to the
comparison between the assessment of laterally (relative to medially) oriented stimuli, whereas gray lines refer to the comparison
between the assessment of medially oriented stimuli using the visual (relative to motor) strategy. §t(16) � 2.92 (corresponding to
p � 0.01); *t(16) � 2.12 (corresponding to p � 0.05); n.s., t(16) � 2.12 (corresponding to nonsignificant comparisons).
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relation between angle and BOLD activ-
ity during the assessment of handles (for
the detailed statistics over each of the
eight regions found significantly associ-
ated with the interaction term, see sup-
plemental material, available at www.
jneurosci.org). Neither the stimulus �
orientation nor the stimulus � strat-
egy � orientation three-way interaction
led to any suprathreshold activation.

Discussion
In the present study we disentangled the
neural mechanisms underlying two body
maps: the body schema, an egocentric
model coding the location of one’s own
body parts in space and time, and the body
structural description, an allocentric
model coding the position of parts of a
standard body. We asked participants to
assess the laterality of an arm or a handle
by using either visual or motor imagery.
Consistently with previous studies, the use
of motor imagery over laterally (relative to
medially) oriented stimuli (either arms or
handles) both is more time consuming
(Parsons, 1987a,b) and results in stronger
PM activity (de Lange et al., 2006), thus
confirming that imagined movements ac-
count for those biomechanical limitations
that bind real movements, even though the
mental space is, at least in principle, con-
straintless (Tomasino and Rumiati, 2004;
Vargas et al., 2004; Stevens, 2005) [for sim-
ilar effects in the domain of action obser-
vation, see Urgesi et al. (2006) and Candidi
et al. (2008)]. No orientation effects were
found while using visual imagery, consistently with previous ac-
counts, which suggest that the task engages object-based trans-
formations of visual mental images (Shepard and Metzler, 1971).

More importantly, the reference frame used to assess the arm’s
laterality changed together with the kind of imagery used. While
using visual imagery, RTs increased with the angular discrepancy
between the arm’s orientation and the orientation that the arm
would have if wedged on the body (ideally described by 0°), thus
confirming that this assessment was based on an allocentric body
model. Such relationship disappeared while using motor imag-
ery: the angles that minimized the angular discrepancy between
the orientation of the displayed arm and the orientation of one’s
own arm (ideally described by 180°) were the ones associated
with the shorter RTs, thus confirming that this assessment was
based on an egocentric body model. This was not the case of the
handle orientation, which, regardless of the imagery used, was
assessed according to an allocentric pot model, as proven by RTs
increasing with the angular discrepancy between the handle’s ori-
entation and the orientation that the handle would have on the
pot surface (described by 0°).

The body schema and the secondary somatosensory cortex
The analysis of the BOLD responses significantly associated with
the stimulus � strategy interaction isolated those brain regions
involved in an egocentric (rather than allocentric) body model,
controlling for strategy differences. This was the case in the left

parietal operculum. Previous data obtained from both macaques
(Burton et al., 1995; Krubitzer et al., 1995) and humans (Disbrow
et al., 2000; Eickhoff et al., 2007) suggest that the parietal oper-
culum is organized into distinct areas, among which the second-
ary somatosensory cortex (SII) exhibits a somatotopic body map.
In particular, the hand area of left SII has recently been identified
at the coordinates x � �56, y � �21, z � 21 [by applying tactile
stimuli over the hand, as opposed to other body parts (Eickhoff et
al., 2007)]. Similar coordinates (x � �51, y � �21, z � 19) were
obtained by a metaanalysis reporting SII activations consequent
to somatosensory stimulation of the hand, hand motion, and
manipulation of complex objects (Eickhoff et al., 2006). Each of
these two sets of coordinates is �5 mm distant from our opercu-
lar activation (x � �58, y � �24, z � 18), thus implicating the
hand area of SII in our study as well.

SII has often been associated with high-level tactile process-
ing. For example, Fitzgerald et al. (2006a,b) reported SII neurons
responding to complex tactile stimuli, such as bars of a given
orientation. Crucially, the neurons’ responses were not limited to
the cases in which the bar was applied on a contiguous skin sur-
face (e.g., the hand’s palm), but also on skin portions belonging
to different body parts (e.g., different digits), thus showing how
SII integrates inputs arising from different touched points. Hag-
gard (2006) suggested that, to do so, SII needs to process the
information about the intrinsic position among one’s own body
parts. While behavioral studies describe tactile processing being

Figure 4. Surface rendering and coronal ( y � �24) section of the functional contrast testing the stimulus � strategy
interaction. The surface rendering was obtained from an MNI-normalized single-subject brain in which the temporal lobes were
removed, thus allowing free vision of the surface of the parietal operculum. The percentage signal changes associated with the
activated area (local maxima: �56, �24, 18) are displayed together with SEM bars. The results of the paired t tests performed
over the extracted percentage signal changes are also displayed within the bar graph [ §t(16) � 2.92 (corresponding to p � 0.01);
*t(16) � 2.12 (corresponding to p � 0.05)].
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bound by implicit information about one’s own body (de
Vignemont et al., 2005, 2009), no study thus far has been able to
show that such information is coded by SII.

However, SII has been implicated in processes related to BS.

For instance, SII is a polysensory region: it receives cutaneous
input from peripheral receptors and information from the pri-
mary somatosensory cortex, extrastriate visual areas, and poly-
modal regions within IPS and PM (Cipolloni and Pandya, 1999).

Figure 5. Analysis of the parameters estimating, for each condition, the linear relation between BOLD response and angle. Surface rendering of the functional contrast testing (1) the stimulus �
strategy interaction (displayed in red) and (2) the simple effect of assessing the arm’s laterality when using the visual strategy (displayed in green). The linear relationship between BOLD response
and angle for each activated region is displayed with SEM bars: positive values refer to BOLD responses increasing with the angles at which the stimuli are rotated, whereas negative values refer to
BOLD responses decreasing with the angles at which the stimuli are rotated. The results of the one-sample t tests performed over the extracted parameters are also displayed within the bar graph
[ §§t(16) � 4.01 (corresponding to p � 0.001); §t(16) � 2.92 (corresponding to p � 0.01); *t(16) � 2.12 (corresponding to p � 0.05)]. Bars without any symbol indicate nonsignificant effects.
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Bremmer et al. (2001) found SII responding to moving stimuli
regardless of whether they were perceived through vision, audi-
tion, or touch, whereas Keysers et al. (2004) found the left SII
active during the processing of touches regardless of whether
these were seen on others or felt on one’s own skin. Moreover, SII
has been shown to respond to proprioceptive modulations of
tactile stimuli both in monkeys (Fitzgerald et al., 2004) and hu-
mans by using the rubber-hand illusion (Botvinick and Cohen,
1998): in this task, participants see a dummy hand while their real
hand is hidden from sight; when the experimenters brush simul-
taneously both real and dummy fingers, participants may report
feeling the touch where the fake hand is located. Tsakiris et al.
(2007) recently associated the right insula with the sense of own-
ership toward the dummy “seen” hand, and the left primary and
secondary somatosensory cortex with the sense of ownership to-
ward the real “felt” hand (described by those trials in which par-
ticipants, although stimulated, did not feel the illusion). Our
study extends the results described above, by implicating the
hand area of SII in coding the intrinsic position of one’s own arm
within the whole body. Moreover, such information was elicited
exclusively by visual stimuli, i.e., in the absence of tactile stimu-
lation, thus providing the first reliable association between SII
and a supramodal representation of one’s own body.

Allocentric body model and the left posterior IPS
We found that the neural activity of the left superior parietal
cortex, extending to the posterior IPS, was modulated by the
factor angle when the arm’s position was assessed using visual
imagery. In contrast, no effect of angle was found in all other
conditions, thus showing that this region is not involved in men-
tal transformation of any object part according to an allocentric
object model, but specifically of a body part according to an
allocentric body model. This activation is reminiscent of the one
identified by Corradi-Dell’Acqua et al. (2008), who implicated
the left posterior IPS in processing body part visual stimuli ac-
cording to a body-centered reference frame. This was not the case
for the posterior IPS in the right hemisphere, which has instead
been implicated in object-centered processing of either body or
nonbody parts (Harris and Miniussi, 2003; Zacks et al., 2003;
Urgesi et al., 2007). We extend the results from this previous
study by showing that the body-centered effects with which left
posterior IPS is associated reflect the involvement of an allocen-
tric (but not egocentric) visual model of the body.

The BSD is the cognitive process supposedly damaged in au-
totopagnosia. Patients affected by this neurological syndrome
usually exhibit extensive damage, which involves the left parietal
and, in particular, the posterior parietal cortex (Ogden, 1985;
Semenza, 1988; Denes et al., 2000; Schwoebel et al., 2001; Felician
et al., 2003). A recent study, however, found activation of the left
posterior IPS when healthy participants performed a pointing
task similar to the one used to diagnose autotopagnosia (Felician
et al., 2004). Our results thus extend previous findings associating
the left IPS with the BSD, thereby explaining why damage to this
region may lead to autotopagnosia.

Self– others representations?
The notions of BS and BSD have a certain degree of overlap with
the notions of self and others. Whereas BS is a representation of
one’s own body and, therefore, related to the concept of self, BSD
supposedly draws large part of its input from visual processing of
others’ bodies, thereby relating it to other. The neural underpin-
nings of self/other processing have been studied extensively by
using different kind of tasks, which converge in implicating the

right inferior parietal lobe, temporoparietal junction, and the
medial prefrontal cortex (Decety and Sommerville, 2003; Voge-
ley and Fink, 2003; Blanke and Arzy, 2005), thus rendering the
alternative account posing self/other processing behind our acti-
vations less likely. To the best of our knowledge, no study has
disentangled explicitly the neural underpinnings of BSD and BS
from those of self and other. However, David et al. (2006) showed
participants self- and other-generated actions seen from either
the egocentric or allocentric perspective. They found that the
right inferior parietal lobe, precuneus, and middle frontal cortex
were modulated by the agent (self– other), whereas bilateral re-
gions such as IPL, PM, and insula were modulated by the per-
spective from which the action was observed. Moreover, occipi-
tal–temporal regions bilaterally and the left superior frontal
cortex were modulated by both factors, thus suggesting that these
processes, though independent, exhibit a certain degree of over-
lap in their neural representations.
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